Dear Parents and Carers,
The last week of a busy half term has been fairly quiet, I can’t think
why….Is it something to do with the majority of Y6 being away for the
week at Bryntysilio?
Y6 (and the staff) have had a ball at Brynti
I hope our parents of children in Y6 have enjoyed the peace and quiet as their
children have faced new challenges and been encouraged to leave their comfort
zone.
The first challenge began with carrying their suitcase up the lane from the coach
and the second was making their own bed! But parents will be pleased to know
that your children can now make beds, sort their clothes, organise their
equipment, make their own lunches and keep a tidy room too. So no excuses.
There were also a few other challenges to face… climbing a hill, kayaking, gorge
walking and even riding a bike! All children should be commended for
demonstrating resilience and courage as they undertook each new challenge. I am
sure your children (and staff) will sleep this weekend.
Our Y6 children who weren’t ready for the Brynti challenge instead entered the
world of work as they became Teaching Assistants or office staff. They have been
professional members of the team, the problem is that the staff now don’t want to
let them go back to Y6!
Thank you to all our parents who attended Parent Consultation this week and
thank you especially for their patience. We had a mishap in the office which
meant time slots were put down for 5 minutes instead of 10 minutes. This
affected waiting time for parents even though staff talked as quickly as they could!
We are sorry and will endeavour to ensure this doesn’t
Diary Dates On The Horizon
happen again. Y2 and Y6 appointments have been slightly
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amended so your slots are 10 minutes.
The first week back after the holiday will be busy as we
have a Pumpkin Party in EYFS, parent consultation for Y2
and Y6 and a Halloween Disco for Y1 – Y6 (organised by
School Council)
We hope everyone has a great half term and we look
forward to seeing everyone back in school on Monday 30th
October.
Mrs Newton

31.10

4:30 - 5:45 Pumpkin Party for EYFS and families

31.10

4-6 Parent Consultation for Y6 and Y2 only

1.11

4-6 Parent Consultation for Y6 and Y2 only

2.11

4:30 - 5:45 Y1 - Y6 Halloween Disco

7.11

Firefighters in Y4

8.11

RJ Class Assembly 10:20

8.11

3:30 Selected children athletics competition

10.11.

Y6 Visit Walsall College

15.11

5M Class Assembly 10:20

17.11

Non Uniform - for a wrapped chocolate bar

20.11

Speaker of the Year competition Y6

22.11

1P Class Assembly 10:20

24.11

Christmas Fair

28.11

Y3 visit

29.11

4R Class Assembly 10:20

30.11

Rocktastic at Forest Arts for specified children

A Magical Performance of Aladdin
Last week saw two evening performances of Disney’s Aladdin by Woodlands Theatre Group, led by Emma Carey
(Performing Arts Teacher) and Gill Rowley. The only word to describe the performances is spectacular. The talent
of our children shone through as they performed to an incredibly high standard, with stunning dancing, singing and
acting. There were some amazing transformations from children who may be quite quiet in school to suddenly
becoming star performers. Every child enthusiastically contributed to the overall production with a high number of
children performing solos. They were magical evenings and thoroughly enjoyed by all. This opportunity was
made possible through the talent and dedication of Mrs Carey and Mrs Rowley who shared their love of
performance through the weekly Theatre sessions. A massive thank you to them and to our tech team: Mr West,
Mr Rowley and Grace Wagstaff who added that final professional touch.
The good news is that Theatre Club will return in the Summer Term, with a new production to perform.
More information will be sent closer to the time.

We Achieved The Bronze Award
Hurray - we have achieved the Bronze Award for our A Stars Initiative to
increase road safety awareness and focus on the fitness levels of our
children. Mrs Rich has been coordinating and leading the A Star events
during the past year. Well done Mrs Rich and well done everyone!

Rocky Rich wins!
There was a charity fight on Saturday 14th October, raising money
for the Olive Circle Foundation (a charity that supports local
children). Mrs Rich had two fights and won them both, and most
importantly, together they raised almost £3000.

Every Monday we celebrate the achievements of our children in our ‘Celebration of Learning
Assembly’. Who earned Star Of The Week?
Class

Name

For:

RE

Frankie Follows

Working so hard in RWI – Frankie knows all his sounds and is beginning to blend!
Ordering 4 items by weight and using the vocabulary correctly: lightest, heavier, and
heaviest.
A fantastic performance of Voice 1 in Voices in The Park – well done!
Making 2 fabulous aeroplanes from the pegs and telling me about them.
An amazing story map of the Little Red Hen and a fabulous retell of the story – what a
star!
Trying hard to become more independent in everything you do – well done!
A fantastic performance of Voice 1 in Voices in The Park – well done!
Fantastic reading in RWI. Your confidence is growing and your perseverance is paying off.
Keep up the hard work!
Fantastic reading in RWI. Your confidence is growing and your perseverance is paying off.
Keep up the hard work!
Your enthusiasm throughout explore and discovery week. You really engaged with the text
and produced some lovely work as a result.
A fabulous explore and discover week. You fully engaged in the text, asking questions,
making predictions and comparing each character. As a result, you have produced some
lovely work which will continue this week.

Summer Brown–Murphy

RJ

1P

All of RE
Kiera O’Gara
Harley Fletcher
Amelia Richardson
All of RJ
Jamie Bethell
Blake Horton
All of 1P

1H

All of 1H

2G

Kobi Pugh
All of 2G

2B

Dexter Preece
Valencia Lwando

Writing a super story of the Gruffalo. Kobi put in 100% effort and should be very proud.
Well done Kobi.
For a fantastic assembly. You impressed Mrs. Garcha with how you all remembered your
lines. Well done 2G
Drawing an excellent story setting for Voices in The Park. You tried really hard and were
fully engaged in your learning. Keep up the good work.
Being an excellent role model. You are always listening, follow instructions and give 100%
effort in all lessons. Well done Valencia – keep it up.

3R

Oliver Russell
Phebe Lowe

Super story with ENP and spellings.
Super pictures using tangrams.

3CP

Sophie Crumpton
Alfie Hale

Great subtracting using the pictorial method.
Using the I-pads sensibly to find dinosaur facts which he used to make fact cards.

4N

Morton Bickley
Isabelle Bird

Super inference skills when thinking about Charles’ feelings in the book voices in the park.
Great newspaper report about the return of the iron giant.

4G

Charlie Appleby Jones

Super understanding of carrying in addition. You used the pictorial method to really
Help you. Well done!
A fantastic explore and discovery week. You really delved into the book and had some
really deep questions well done!

All of 4G
5C

Rhys Ball

Showing increasing confidence in lessons and showing this through participating well in
lessons and contributing to the whole class discussions. Keep up the hard work Rhys!

5M

Joshua Baker

Improved behaviour for learning and concentration during lessons. The improvement this
week has been amazing! Keep it up!
Amazing inference skills when looking at the book ‘Voices in the park’. You also shone
during our 4th voice performance. It takes a lot of confidence to act in front of the whole
school. Well done!

Lottie Corfield

